
Course Level:  
Professional 

This two-day VMware vSAN: Plan and Deploy [V7] course from 
CloudThat  offers hands-on training to help candidates learn how to 
plan and deploy a VMware vSAN cluster. In this course, candidates 
learn the many considerations that the vSAN configuration has 
during the initial planning of the vSAN datastore. 

By enrolling in our VMware vSAN: Plan and Deploy [V7] training 
program, learners will acquire the necessary skills and knowledge 
to pass the final exam successfully. Candidates attending our  
raining get access to the authored curriculum and can learn 
through engaging and interactive sessions delivered by VMware 
certified in-house trainers. 

Course Duration:
2 Days 

Course Overview:

VMWARE VSAN: PLAN 
AND DEPLOY [V7]  

Product Alignment 

VMware vSAN 7.0 U1 



Prerequisites
You should have the following understanding or knowledge: 

Understanding of concepts presented in the VMware vSphere: Install, Configure, Manage course 

Knowledge of basic storage concepts 

Experience using vSphere Client to perform administrative tasks on vSphere clusters 

Explain the key features and use cases for vSAN 

Detail vSAN cluster requirements and considerations 

Design vSAN hosts for operational needs 

Detail the underlying vSAN architecture and components 

Apply recommended vSAN design considerations and capacity sizing practices 

Explain Maintenance Mode use and its impacts on vSAN 

Describe the different vSAN deployment options 

Determine and plan for storage consumption by data growth and failure tolerance 

Explain the influence of vSAN objects and components on the initial cluster plan 

Apply best practices for vSAN network configurations 

Objectives 



Manually configure a vSAN cluster using VMware vSphere® Client™ 

Explain and configure vSAN fault domains 

Enroll Today! 

Want to make a career in virtualization? Move up the corporate ladder 
with a list of VMware cloud certifications from CloudThat. Grab up to 
30% discount on any of our 45+ VMware certification courses. 

Course Outline
Module 1: Course Introduction Module 2: Introduction to VMware 

Cloud on AWS

Module 3: Introduction to VMware 
Cloud on AWS

Introductions and course logistics 

Describe vSAN architecture 

Course objectives 

Describe the advantages of 
object-based storage 

Describe the difference 
between All-Flash and Hybrid 
vSAN architecture 

Explain the key features and use 
cases for vSAN 

Discuss the vSAN integration and 
compatibility with other VMware 
technologies 

Identify vSAN objects and 
components 

Topics
Topics

Topics

https://leadforms.cloudthat.in/CT-VMware-Kubernetes-fundamentals-cluster
https://leadforms.cloudthat.in/CT-VMware-Kubernetes-fundamentals-cluster
https://leadforms.cloudthat.in/CT-VMware-Kubernetes-fundamentals-cluster


Course Outline

Module 6: Deploying a vSAN Cluster 

Module 7: Deploying a vSAN Cluster 

Module 5: Planning a vSAN Cluster 

Topics

Topics

Topics

Deploy and configure a vSAN 
cluster using the Cluster 
QuickStart wizard 

Describe the difference between 
implicit and explicit fault domains 

Manually configure a vSAN cluster 
using vSphere Client 

Create explicit fault domains 

Explain and configure vSAN 
fault domains 

Explain and configure vSAN 
fault domains 

Understand vSAN cluster 
maintenance capabilities  

Identify requirements and planning 
considerations for vSAN clusters  

Apply vSAN cluster planning and 
deployment best practices 

Design vSAN hosts for operational 
needs 

Identify vSAN networking features 
and requirements 

Describe ways of controlling traffic 
in a vSAN environment 

Recognize best practices for vSAN 
network configurations 

Determine and plan for storage 
consumption by data growth 
and failure tolerance 

Module 4: Introduction to VMware 
Cloud on AWS

Describe a vSAN object 

Describe how objects are split 
into components 

Describe how objects are split 
into components 

Explain how vSAN stores large 
objects 

View object and component 
placement on the vSAN datastore 

Topics



Course Outline
Module 8: SAN Storage Policies 

Module 10: vSAN Stretched and Two-Node 
Clusters 

Module 11: vSAN Stretched and Two-Node 
Clusters 

Module 9: Introduction to Advanced vSAN   
Configurations

TopicsExplain the role of storage policies 
in planning a vSAN cluster 

Describe the architecture and use 
cases for stretched clusters 

Define and create virtual machine 
storage policies  

Apply and modify virtual machine 
storage policies  

Change virtual machine storage 
policies dynamically 

Identify virtual machine storage 
policy compliance status 

Detail the deployment and 
replacement of a vSAN witness 
node 

Describe the architecture and use 
cases for two-node clusters 

Explain the benefits of vSphere 
HA and VMware Site Recovery 
Manager™ in a vSAN stretched 
cluster 

Explain storage policies for vSAN 
stretched cluster 

Define and configure encryption 
in the vSAN cluster 

Understand the remote vSAN 
datastore topology 

Configure the vSAN iSCSI target 
service 

Identify the operations involved 
in managing the remote vSAN 
datastore 

Define and configure compression 
and deduplication in the vSAN 
cluster 

Topics

Topics

Topics



Who should Enroll for this Course?
Experienced VMware vSphere administrators 

About CloudThat 

Our Success Track

CloudThat is the first company in India to offer Cloud Training & Consulting services for mid-market &  
enterprise clients from across the globe. Since our inception in 2012, we have trained over 500K+ IT  
professionals from fortune 500 companies on technologies such cloud, Artificial Intelligence, Machine 
Learning, IoT, OpenStack, OpenShift, DevOps, MongoDB, Big Data and more.   

Through sheer dedication and excellence in the field of cloud training, CloudThat has recently being  
recognized as VMware Authorized Training Reseller. In addition, CloudThat is a proud Microsoft Gold  
Partner, AWS Advanced Consulting Partner, Google Cloud Platform Partner, and Databricks Partner.  
Recently, we have won the Microsoft Asia Superstar Campaign for India-2021 for being a global leader in 
providing cloud training and consultancy services with exemplary track record.  

To know more about our VMware certification training, email at sales@cloudthat.com or 
call us at +918880002200.

10+ Years 
of Experience

500K+ 
Professionals trained

100+ 
Corporates served

200+ 
Projects delivered

28+
countries catered 

350+ 
Cloud certifications


